
 

 

 
 

JOB TITLE:           Commercial Products Sales Engineer SHIFT:  1 

DEPARTMENT:   Sales LOCATION:  Minnesota 

REPORTS TO:       Director of Commercial Products FLSA STATUS:  Exempt 

POSITION PURPOSE: 
AmesburyTruth, the North American leading supplier of innovative hardware and seal solutions to the 
North American fenestration market, has an opening for a Commercial Sales Engineer.   
 
The Commercial Sales Engineer must be able to articulate technology and product positioning to both 
business and technical users. 
 
Sales Engineers are the primary technical resource for the field sales force. Sales Engineers are 
responsible for actively driving and managing the technology evaluation stage of the sales process, 
working in conjunction with the sales team as the key technical advisor and product advocate for our 
products. Must be able to identify all technical issues of assigned accounts to assure complete customer 
satisfaction through all stages of the sales process. Must be able to establish and maintain strong 
relationships throughout the sales cycle.  
ESSENTIAL DUTIES & RESPONSIBILITIES: 

 Develop and delivery of Commercial product demonstrations 

 Represent the Commercial product to customers and at field events such as conferences, seminars, etc. 

 Respond to functional and technical elements related to the Commercial Window, Door, Skylight, 
Storefront and Curtain Wall segments  

 Convey customer requirements to the Business Unit and Engineering teams 

 Conduct Market Verification for New Product Development efforts 

 Train and assess the Sales Team on product related to the Commercial market.   

 Travel throughout the North American sales territory with primary focus on Tier 1 and strategic Tier 2 
accounts  

QUALIFICATIONS / PRIOR EXPERIENCE: 

Ideal candidate must be self-motivated and self-managed with a proven comprehension of Commercial 
Window, Door, Skylights and Curtain Wall fenestration products as well as0 related performance 
requirements. Comfortable in the dynamic atmosphere of a technical organization with emphasis on 
Innovation and New Product Development. Must possess strong presentation skills and be able to 
communicate professionally in written responses to emails, RFQs, and when submitting reports. Organized 
and analytical, able to eliminate sales obstacles through creative and adaptive approaches. Must be prepared 
for extensive travel (up to 50%). 

 3-5+ years relevant experience in the Commercial Fenestration or related Market 

 B.S. in Engineering is strongly preferred      

 Experience in a Customer Facing role 
Desired qualifications include: 

 Certification through the AAMA (American Architectural Manufacturers Association) Fenestration Masters 
program    

 Working knowledge of AAMA and ASTM codes that pertain to Architectural window, door and skylight 
seals and hardware 

 Experience and familiarity with AmesburyTruth products    
 

The above statement reflects the general details considered necessary to describe the principal functions of the job 
identified, and shall not be construed as a detailed description of all the work requirements that may be inherent in 

the job. 


